Research on the autism spectrum (AS) has expanded tremendously over the last two decades with exciting insights into underlying neurobiology. Neuroplasticity, the remarkable ability of the brain to form new connections as a result of experience, is not limited to specific parts of the brain nor does it have a time limit meaning that growth and learning are on-going processes. In this review we explore the impact of the attitude of acceptance, enthusiasm and learning through motivation on brain development in children on the AS. The first part of the review focusses on the impact of attitude on social, emotional and cognitive development, while the second part focusses on the impact of attitude on brain biology.
INTRODUCTION
Autism is a neurodevelopmental condition with biological, genetic, environmental and developmental causes which are still not clearly understood. Children on the autism spectrum (AS) face challenges that arise from their difficulty in understanding social behavior and interaction, difficulty in understanding and effectively using communication, and difficulty with having reduced flexibility of thought and behavior [1] . One of the most significant aspects of the AS is clinical diversity with most children presenting challenges (to a greater or lesser extent) in these areas. Many also experience sensory perceptual differences which impact the way they relate to people and the world around them [2] . Due to its developmental disposition, the impact of the AS varies throughout life and the same individual may present fluctuating capacity on a daily basis [3] . However, a mere focus on impairments would negate the remarkable abilities that some individuals have, whether a result of genetics, personality, environment or the interaction between them.
Many intervention approaches are currently available for children on the AS. These vary considerably in theoretical background and only a small proportion has scientific evidence of efficacy. Even though early intensive interventions are recommended as treatment of choice, evidence suggests that these programs are not equally beneficial for all children [4] . How a child responds to intervention over time depends on numerous variables and complex interactions between such variables, some of which are related to the child's characteristics but also to the child's environment [5, 6] . Research on the AS has expanded tremendously over the last two decades and exciting insights to underlying neurobiology challenge traditional theories regarding the AS [7] [8] [9] . In this review we suggest that these findings should be considered (in intervention, educational and family settings) to help individuals achieve their full potential.
Children on the AS have a very unique way of experiencing the world and face challenges in day to day events which they find difficult to process and make sense of. The attitude that surrounds the child is crucial for the child to overcome challenges [10] and by attitude we refer to three fundamental aspects which we consider essential to invite connection and growth: acceptance, enthusiasm and learning through motivation. In this paper we explore why these aspects of attitude affect brain development in children on the AS hoping not only to increase insight into the individual child but sensitize practitioners and parents regarding the importance of attitude.
The following review explores the impact of attitude on brain development in children on the AS and is divided into two parts. The first presents data regarding the impact of the attitude of acceptance, enthusiasm and learning through motivation on social, emotional and cognitive development. The second part focusses on the impact of attitude on brain biology.
ATTITUDE AS FUNDAMENTAL FOR CONNECTION AND DEVELOPMENT
Attitude can be defined as the way one thinks, feels and behaves about something which reflects a state of mind or disposition. The attitude that surrounds the child on the AS has an enormous impact on how responsive the child will be [10] . A positive attitude is one of acceptance, appreciation and enjoyment of the child and the animated expression of such [10] . Parents observe their children through a filter of conscious and unconscious thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes, which influence the way they perceive their children's actions [11] . When these thoughts are benign they will usually lead to positive actions [11] . However, when they are distressing, they can lead to negative emotions and attributions and impair effective parenting [11] .
Neural plasticity is 'an intrinsic property of the brain' and refers to the ability of neurobiology to be altered by experiences [12] . It is the ability of the brain to reorganize itself and gain new skills by forming new neural connections [13, 14] . Neural plasticity is not an occasional state of the brain meaning that learning can take place throughout a lifetime [12] . However, periods where neural circuits are particularly sensitive to environmental experiences are known as sensitive periods [5] . Sensitive periods are moments of increased plasticity where environmental stimuli have the potential to exert large influences [5] . According to Knudsen (2004) [15] , environmental input that takes place during sensitive periods lays the foundation for future learning. Further, experiences that take place during development can serve as strong cues to the system of how the world operates, and can exert a large influence on the construction of the system itself [5] . In other words, if the environment is enriched and favourable, neurobiology will optimize for growth and advancement. On the other hand, if the environment is tough, then neurobiology will optimize for thrift and adversity [5] .
Even though sensitive periods are more challenging to identify in emotional domains, we now know that the nature of care provided (for example, how sensitive the caregiver is to the child's needs) influences the quality of the attachment relationship and consequently the individual's emotional health [5] . Research on the mechanisms that underlie the connection between early environment and children's emotional development suggest that parents are critical partly because of the pronounced regulatory effect they have on children's behaviour, physiology and stress reactivity [6] . Specifically, studies have shown that parents can up-and down-regulate the child's emotional expressions of fear depending on their own emotional output [16] ; that infants and mothers exhibit similar fluctuations in cortisol patterns throughout the day [17] ; that the presence of a parent can influence the child's performance on an affect regulation task by increasing levels on inhibitory control [18] and inhibit the acquisition of conditioned fears [19] ; and finally, that access to a caregiver can regulate the hormonal response to stress [20] .
Acceptance can be defined as a non-judgment, meaning that the child or his behaviours are not labelled with value judgments (as good or bad, right or wrong). This is not a passive resignation to the child's condition but rather a first step to encourage the child to further develop [10] . According to Baniel (2012) [13] , it is essential that one starts where the child is at the present moment regarding what the child can do. Only then can the child connect with what s/he is doing, as well as to their own self, making sense of the experience and progressing beyond present limitations. Mesurado and Richaud (2013) [21] stated that children who believed their parents were accepting, had high levels of extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness to experience.
An attitude of acceptance and appreciation for the child will allow parents to maintain a consistently responsive style of interaction [10] . Parenting styles relate to a number of variables including parental emotional state, beliefs and values, educational level and also characteristics of the child [22] . Responsive interaction is the ability to recognize and respond to the child's cues by providing emotional and affective support [22] . It is a type of parental behaviour that responds contingently to the child's cues, follows the child's lead and provides input and support that builds on the child's focus of attention and activity [23] . Responsiveness creates an environment that focuses on responding to children's social behaviour across domains including play, communication, affect and joint attention, thereby providing children with the opportunity to both drive the interaction and practise initiating important social behaviours [24] .
A meta-analysis by Trivette (2003) [25] concluded that responsive interaction positively influenced cognitive, social and emotional development in children with, or at risk of, developmental disabilities. Responsiveness and affect have been associated with increases in language development, social competence, joint attention and self-regulation [26] ; with the child's level of engagement [27] , and with higher levels of communication in children on the AS [28] . More recently, Patterson et al., (2014) [24] found that parent responsiveness was associated with childinitiated joint interaction which, in turn, was correlated with desirable social behaviours such as increased affect, attention, interest, and joint attention skills (including coordinated gaze and gestures).
The impact of responsivity on development possibly results from a contingent chain of events where the child signals a need, state or interest, to which the parent responds quickly, sensitively and positively, resulting in the child experiencing their needs met in what, over time, becomes a highly predictable transaction [22] . A possible explanation could be that responsive interaction facilitates the child's feelings of control and self-efficacy, contributing to the child's sense of competence and likelihood of engaging in subsequent interactions and learning situations [29] .
Research on more specific cognitions shows that when parents look for reasons why both they and their child act in a particular way, parenting becomes more efficient [11] . On the other hand, when cognitions lead to feelings of anger or depression, these can interfere with effective parenting making it more difficult for parents to react in effective and appropriate ways to the challenges of socialization [30] . Other aspects such as the ability to understand the perspective of the child is also important. Vinik et al., 2012 [31] , refer that mothers who recognize what is distressing for their children have children who are better able to cope with their own distress, and Hastings et al., (1997) [32] had previously shown that parents who can accurately identify their children's thoughts and feelings during conflicts are better able to achieve satisfactory outcomes for those conflicts.
An attitude of enthusiasm, as termed in this paper, refers to the ability to be excited or enthusiastic with every effort the child makes. According to Baniel (2012) [13] enthusiasm as a skill is the ability and willingness to acknowledge as important the smallest of changes that occur in the child, to experience joy and internally celebrate those events or actions. Baniel (2012) [13] considers that when we amplify our enthusiasm the child feels it and is able to notice and feel differences within him/her self [33] . The adult's participation in that excitement aids this process in the child's brain [13] . When a child does something new and is excited about it, his spontaneous excitement helps the brain pay attention to and select the relevant neural connections that are being created at that particular moment. As a result, connections are 'grooved in' more clearly and powerfully, becoming available for future use [13] . The brain's ability to perceive differences and create new connections between brain cells is called differentiation. Differentiation allows the child's brain to grow and change, creating complex patterns which enables the child to move and act in ways that are intentional, fluid, accurate and effective [13] . In a study by Matsudaira et al., 2016 [34] , parental praise was positively correlated with the personality traits of conscientiousness and openness to experience.
Motivation is the engine of growth and the largest factor in the child's learning and progress [10] . If a child is following his own interests and motivations, learning occurs at a faster rate [10] . According to LeDoux (2002) [35] certain conditions are necessary for learning to occur, namely, a sufficient level of arousal (physiological, biochemical and psychological). Emotions play a key role in arousal and affect communication between brain cells, increasing or decreasing synaptic sensitivity and transmission [36] . Emotions also influence attention, which is necessary for learning. Interest appears to be necessary for learning to occur and animal studies have shown that motivation and engagement synchronize the whole brain, helping the animal organize itself better [13] . According to Lawson (2013) [37] , it is possible that individuals on the AS can widen their attention window due to increased gamma synchrony across neuronal networks that are accessed through motivation. When an activity, thought or process is attached to an area of interest, it triggers gamma activity which is thought to enable cognitive processes involved in attention and memory (attention is captured, interest is held and learning occurs) [37] . Prizant (2015) [38] , refers to the interests of individuals on the AS as, 'enthusiasms'. When an individual on the AS develops an interest, it should be assumed that the particular subject of interest is a good match for the individual's neurophysiology, has an important function and can be the basis for building relationships and trust [38] . Research has shown that when others first join an individual on the AS in their interest, s/he is more likely to be able to shift their attention to join with the other person [39, 40] . Also, the interest can be used as a way to build connection and as a bridge to other interests [3, 41] . Other authors have also reported on the importance of using interest (which is tied to attention) to accomplish extraordinary things [42] [43] [44] .
Lawson [45] proposes a theory for explaining the AS called single attention and associated cognition in autism (SAACA). SAACA suggests that the AS is a different learning style which derives from a particular brain configuration, and presents as a result of an attention, interest, sensory-motor perception loop. SAACA suggests that individuals on the AS have a monotropic disposition, meaning that they are only able to focus on one thing at a time as long it is within their interest, and that this is the brain's default setting [3] . It also suggests that use of the individual's interest is key to access learning because that's where attention lies, emphasizing the importance of using the interests of the child on the AS. In other words, motivation/interest in individuals on the AS awakens attention thus creating a neuro-pathway to learning [37] . Attention differences could therefore explain a variety of reactions and behaviors of the individual on the AS. On the other hand, in neuro-typical development the default learning style involves the ability to divide attention between different things, while being able to accommodate many channels of information at any given moment [3] .
SAACA challenges traditional cognitive theories of the AS by proposing interest and attention as fundamental to access learning. Theory of mind (ToM) is the ability to attribute independent mental states to self and others, understanding that others have beliefs, perspectives or intentions that differ from one's own [46] . Lack of ToM was proposed by Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) [47] to explain the AS. [48] and others have challenged this idea because individuals on the AS are able to pass ToM tests [49, 50] , poor ToM is present in other populations [51] , neuro-typical children can develop ToM at different rates [52] , and ToM may be learned differently in individuals on the AS when compared to neuro-typical development [3, 40] . In fact, evidence suggests that problems with ToM might be the result of other difficulties and not the cause [3] . Executive functioning theory (EF) describes the ability to plan, organize, prioritize and implement the functions an organism needs to think and do, in an appropriate way, and deficits in EF have been implicated in AS [53, 54] . Robins et al., (2004) [55] findings' that individuals on the AS passed Executive Functioning tests when interest was engaged from the individual's perspective, adds to the idea presented by Lawson. The weak central coherence theory (WCC) [56] , the difficulty in using global processing of information to form an overall cohesive picture, also fails to consider that individuals on the AS have a particular way of attending to stimulus and that attention is tightly linked to interest [3, 48] . Finally, enhanced perceptual function (EPF) [57] , suggests that over-functioning and enhanced perception leads to abilities in particular areas, explaining why individuals on the AS can outperform typical individuals in some domains. EPF draws away from the idea of deficit to the idea of enhancement or hyper-developed and even though it connects attention to perception, it fails to connect interest to this concept [3] . As far as ToM, EF and WCC are concerned, Blakemore and Choudhury (2006) [58] , found that the typically developing brain grows into these qualities, and that factors such as age, developmental stage and external and personal factors influence how well individuals perform on tests.
Iindividuals on the AS can react to unpredictable change occurring in their environment by feeling stressed, anxious or overwhelmed. This might arise from a dysfunction in the ability to predict events in a continuously changing world [59, 60] and repetitive behaviours and interests could represent attempts to regulate uncertainty through sameness and order [59, 60] . Thillay et al., (2016) [61] demonstrated that individuals on the AS cannot flexibly modulate cortical activity according to changing levels of uncertainty. Individuals on the AS were able to extract predictive information and use it to anticipate the predictable targets but over-anticipated stimuli occurring in an uncertain context [61] . This excessive processing may be counterproductive in unpredictable and fluctuating situations, and may lead to stressful reactions, and a sense of being overwhelmed [61] . Neil et al., (2016) [62] investigated the extent to which 'intolerance of uncertainty' and anxiety, were related to parental reports of sensory sensitivities in children on the AS and in typically developing children. 'Intolerance of uncertainty' explained approximately half the variance in autistic children's sensory sensitivity scores and this relationship was partially mediated by children's anxiety levels. In typically developing children, however, 'intolerance of uncertainty' explained considerably less of the variance of sensory sensitivity. Pellicano and Burr (2012) [60] suggested that individuals on the AS may have difficulties dealing with this uncertainty because they rely less on prior knowledge-due to difficulties either constructing internal working models of the world or combining them effectively with sensory signals-leading ultimately to a greater reliance on bottom-up sensory signals and a tendency to perceive the world more accurately. This 'intolerance of uncertainty' could in turn produce attempts to decrease uncertainty, manifesting in anxiety symptoms such as rumination about the possibility of various negative outcomes and an attentional bias to potentially threatening stimuli in the environment [62] . In such a hypervigilant state, individuals could be more likely to notice and respond to aversive sensory stimuli, and less likely to successfully separate from potentially threatening sensory stimuli [63] . More recently, predictive coding framework [64] has been used to help understand information processing in neurodevelopmental disorders [65] . Pellicano and Burr (2012) [60] and Lawson et al. (2014) [66] have proposed that individuals on the AS generate impaired top-down predictions, resulting in failures to contextualize sensory information while others have suggested that these individuals fail in the flexible adjustment of precision [67] .
So far, we have presented data on how the attitude of acceptance, enthusiasm and using the child's motivation to encourage learning contributes to social, emotional and cognitive development. When a child feels valued, accepted, encouraged and more in control he is more likely to be responsive and open to experiences and learning. A highly predictable transaction of signaling his needs and having the parent respond quickly, sensitively and positively, provides the child with a sense of control and security which is necessary for the him/her to explore the social world, initiating to the parent as discoveries are made, while receiving continued interest, support and information in return [22] . This aspect highlights the importance of the attitude and behavior of the people that are involved in caring for the child, whether parents, other caregivers or teachers.
ATTITUDE AND THE IMPACT ON BRAIN BIOLOGY
Several neuroanatomical differences have been associated with the AS and include region-specific volumetric changes (quantified by magnetic resonance imaging), specific alterations in grey or white matter, long-range connectivity of different brain regions (inferred from diffusion tensor imaging) and microstructural or cellular changes detected in postmortem brain tissue [8] . Neuroimaging studies of the AS across childhood, adolescence and adulthood do not typically report structural abnormalities in isolated brain regions, but rather in several large scale neurocognitive systems [68] . Many of the neural structures described as different in the AS, overlap with brain regions which are integral parts of the so-called 'social' and 'emotional' brain, and are involved in wider aspects of social cognition and emotional processing [9] . The components of the neural system underlying the AS include fronto-temporal and fronto-parietal regions; limbic structures such as amygdalahippocampal complex, thalamus and cingulate regions; the fronto-striatal circuitry including parts of the basal ganglia, anterior cingulate cortex and the dorsolateral prefontal cortex; and finally, the cerebellum [9] . However, these neuroanatomical differences are neither unique to, or the cause of, the AS since they are also involved in some psychiatric conditions. Williams and Minshew (2007) [69] found that individuals on the AS appeared to use different neural circuits to interact socially, work out intention and connection between facial expressions and emotions; appreciate movement, motion and language; and differentiate between automatic and cognitive processing. Other studies have found atypical patterns of connectivity in the prefrontal cortex of individuals on the AS [70] , as well as decreased coordination between brain areas [71] . According to Garfinkel et al., (2016) [72] even when marked behavioral deficits are not obvious, adults on the AS manifest characteristic altered patterns of brain activity and neural connectivity during the processing of emotional information, particularly impaired activation [73] [74] [75] and impoverished functional connectivity of the insula [76] . Interestingly, the insula maps both bodily and emotional processes in a way accessible to consciousness [77, 78] and is considered central to the representation of bodily signals in a manner that informs emotional feelings and behaviors [72, 79] . Gaigg (2012) [7] questions the commonly accepted idea that social-emotional difficulties in the AS are simply a facet of broader social-motivational or socialcognitive impairments. In fact, it could be that the AS is characterized by more general differences in orienting to and processing of relevant stimuli, of which people are merely an example [7] . Specifically, the limbic and striatal regions included in the 'social brain' play a fundamental role in domain-general emotion related processes that alert to biologically relevant events in the environment so that the individual can respond effectively, and learn about what might predict similar future events [7] .
The amygdala-prefrontal cortex is the main network in emotion regulation. The amygdala is well known for its role in emotion perception, learning and expression. It is critical in the auditory and visual recognition of emotions, specially anger and fear [80] , helps regulate threat vigilance [81] and is important in decoding ambiguous emotional information [6, 82] . Although its basic structure is present at birth, the amygdala undergoes significant structural and functional refinement across infancy, childhood and adolescence [5, 83] , responding very robustly to emotional events in childhood but decreasing its reactivity during adolescence and adulthood [84] . This relative immaturity of the amygdala during childhood suggests its openness to environmental regulation during this stage which has important implications [85] . Further, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) which has been implicated in emotional regulation by exerting a top-down inhibitory control of the amygdala therefore dampening emotional response [6, 86] , has a prolonged developmental period in humans and functional connections between the amygdala and PFC are also late in emerging [6] . Callaghan and Tottenham (2016) [6] propose that parents may help regulate the amygdala while the PFC is not yet functionally mature, or that it may be unnecessary to activate this system early on during a time when parents are usually available. The role of parents in the modulation of the amygdala and PFC appears to be critical for circuit tone and for the longterm effectiveness of the circuit in emotion regulation. The same authors [6] propose that the environmental experience of being with a parent acts as a 'neuroscaffold', laying out a blueprint by which stable patterns of neural connectivity are shaped. In this way, the more experience one has with parental modulation of emotion, during the sensitive period of childhood, the greater the modulatory abilities of the circuit later (and the better self-regulatory abilities of the individual). On the other hand, parental absence/unavailability during this stage, or inability of parental presence to buffer the amygdala, may contribute to poor functional/structural circuit connections, with potentially heightened amygdala reactivity and emotionality later on [6] .
Several studies have demonstrated that positive parenting can affect brain structure in children. Luby et al., (2012) [87] reported that early maternal support predicted larger hippocampal volumes in school-aged children (7-13 years), especially in non-depressed children. These findings support the idea that early experience of supportive caregiving impacts structural development of the hippocampus [87] . A previous study by Rao et al., (2010) [88] had found that higher quality of parental care early in life predicted smaller hippocampal volumes during early and midadolescence (13-16 years) as well as reduced grey matter in the anterior cingulate cortex and thalamus. Whittle et al., (2014) [89] found that higher frequency of positive maternal behaviour was associated with attenuated growth of the amygdala and accelerated thinning of cortical regions (orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate cortex) from early to mid-adolescence. Accelerated cortical thinning has been associated with increased emotional and behavioural functioning, while attenuated amydala development has been associated with low levels of psychopathology, from early to midadolescence in previous studies [90, 91] . Similarly, Frye et al., (2010) [92] , reported that adolescents who experienced consistent responsive mothering during childhood had thinner cortex (globally) than those who experienced inconsistent responsive mothering. Other studies have also shown that negative parenting also affects brain structure in negative way [5, 93] . Sheikh et al., (2014) [94] found associations between white matter microstructure disruptions and cortisol reactivity in important emotion-regulation regions of the limbic system. Positive early parental caregiving moderated the effect of high cortisol reactivity on white matter structure. Specifically, high stress reactive girls who received greater parental positive affect showed white matter structure which was more similar to that of lowstress reactive girls.
Research in parental praise has shown it improves the child's self-esteem, self-efficacy and motivation [95] ; promotes attachment [96] ; and emotional and physical well-being [97] . Parental praise is a positive expression of social feedback and verbal reward for children and can contribute to a warm environment and promote attachment [96] . It has also been associated with elements of positive parenting such as loving and responsive care, supportiveness, warmth and positive affect [34] . A study by Matsudaira et al., (2016) [34] , showed that parental praise was significantly and positively correlated with grey matter volume of the left posterior insular cortex in children. The posterior insula is associated with somatic sensation [98] , has an important role in auditory functioning [99] and is linked to interoceptive function via interactions between brain and body [100] . The capacity for interoception, in turn, is correlated with the ability to understand the emotions of others [101] and the posterior insular cortex has also been involved in emotional functioning [34] . As grey matter volume in the posterior insular cortex is associated with the recognition of self and others, it is possible that praising a child frequently can facilitate the development of empathy [34] . The posterior insula is functionally connected to the amygdala and this connectivity is associated with emotional regulation [102] which could explain why parental praise correlated significantly and positively to posterior insular volume in the study by Matsudaira et al., (2016) [34] .
Data from studies on positive parenting, parental praise and the role of parents in the modulation of the amygdala and PFC provide evidence that brain circuits are sensitive to environmental experiences, emphasizing the importance of the attitude that surrounds the child throughout development. Further, neuroplasticity is not an occasional state of the brain meaning that the ability of the brain to organize itself and gain new skills (through new neural connections) can occur throughout life [12, 13] .
Research on peripheral arousal responses shows that individuals on the AS react differently to objects or events that are either ambiguous or variable with respect to their emotional significance. In contrast, responses to clearly defined and invariable emotional signals, are indistinguishable from non-autistic individuals performing the same tests [7] . The amygdala elicits arousal responses and facilitates associative learning besides playing a critical role in orienting attention to emotionally significant stimuli [103] . The mechanisms that regulate peripheral arousal responses operate in parallel to those that regulate attention. At a neural level, this suggests that relatively basic amygdala pathways that mediate the expression of physiological arousal are relatively preserved in individuals on the AS. However, pathways that moderate attention through reciprocal connections with cortical areas, appear to be compromised [7] . As has been referred earlier, and according to Lawson (2013) [37] , it is possible that individuals on the AS can widen their attention window due to increased gamma synchrony across neuronal networks that are accessed through motivation. Gamma activity, which is brain wave activity between 30 and 90Hz, is associated with bursts of insight and high-level processing of information and could enable connection in ways that are not possible outside the motivational interest [37, 104] . In other words, motivation/interest in individuals on the AS awakens attention thus creating a neuropathway to learning [37] . The hypothesis of gamma frequency as a binding frequency that impacts upon event related potentials has been studied by Deco and Thiele (2009) [105] and Rippon et al., (2007) [106] and the idea gamma synchrony can be enhanced by attention/interest has also been explored by Fries (2005) [107] .
Individuals on the AS have a different neurobiology and use the brain in different ways to learn and grow. Different doesn't mean less and while some individuals might have outstanding abilities, all are capable of making important progress. Neuroplasticity, the remarkable ability of the brain to form new connections as a result of experience, is not limited to specific parts of the brain nor does it have a time limit, so learning and growth are on-going processes. Thus, one cannot predict what a child will be able to do, or not do, in the future based on current abilities. We have also presented data that shows how attitudes can physically impact neural circuits in the developing brain which highlights the importance of the environment surrounding the child.
CONCLUSION
In this review we explored the impact of the attitude of acceptance, enthusiasm and learning through motivation on social, emotional and cognitive development, and brain biology in children on the AS. The ability of the brain to reorganize itself and develop new skills by forming new neural connections can take place throughout life but assumes particular importance during childhood development and sensitive periods where environmental stimuli have the potential to shape neural trajectories. Parents assume a critical role in regulating the child's behavior, emotional expression, physiology and stress reactivity. Studies on positive parenting, parental praise and the role of parents in the modulation of the amygdala and PFC provide evidence that brain circuits are sensitive to environmental experiences, emphasizing the importance of the attitude that surrounds the child throughout development. However, the influence of the attitude and behavior of parents and other caregivers in general on the development of children on the AS has not yet received much attention in clinical research. Future research on how specific aspects of parent attitude and/or behavior can impact the development of the child on the AS can contribute to more effective strategies in helping individuals on the AS connect and grow into their full potential.
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